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Abstract:
The purpose of this study is to obtain the strategic model of seafarer human resource development which is able to be competitive (A case study in National Maritime Secondary School Purwokerto). This study employed qualitative naturalistic design and phenomenology method or impressionistic method and ethnography method. This study confirms that strategic management of human resources promotes a motivation in accordance with the planning. Meanwhile, education quality can be improved by encouraging instructor integrity, school readiness in providing laboratory, instructors training and education to foster better performance and professionalism. Within the component of human resource development, it calls for demonstrating various skills such as operating computer, sewing, accounting, etc. The implementation of strategic management of human resources is rather costly and it can be a burden of the students as a simulator of private maritime education institution. The elements which are essential in improving the quality of education are qualified instructors, the availability of facilities and media, and financial support. Quality improvement is performed to accomplish integrated quality management using top management comprehensively based on collectivism values, responsibility, awareness, willingness, affection, truth, and transparency.
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1. Introduction

Indonesia, geographically, has ocean territory 2/3 from the land. It makes Indonesia commonly known as the biggest archipelago country. However, several aspects regarding the maritime have not been developed such as biodiversity of ocean, ship industry development, and the human resources of seafarer. According to the survey results of Coordination Agency of Ocean Clustering Survey (Bakosurtanal, 2003), the number of islands in Indonesia reaches 18.108, and the government intends to build 24 harbour around Indonesia. Currently, the government makes a new innovation in the maritime sector in terms of exploration and exploitation of natural resources which includes ocean biodiversity, shipbuilding industry, and education and training to develop maritime science in order to improve national welfare. Indonesian Maritime Council states that Indonesia has a potential prospect in maritime field. Indonesia is one of the biggest fisheries industry in Asia and as one of the most popular maritime tourist destination in South East ASEAN. In addition, Indonesia is one of the biggest maritime country which is based on both modern technology or conventional technology (Marina, 2002).

The function of maritime essentially is to unite the nation in terms of business by preserving the communication and transportation, independent economic development based on businessman in distributing commodity materials or as a connection between regions or islands to increase the income of country in providing a job opportunity. In addition, it is expected to have an education which is able to generate a qualified and proficient output of seafarer in terms of maritime capacity international such as defence force or naval and sea power to prevent any internal conflict and keep national stability. According to the Indonesian Maritime Council, the development of seafaring in Indonesia still does not meet the desired standard. The data from Indonesian Maritime Council (2000) exposes that the export and import activity was amounted to 95.38% and the domestic sailing (interinsuler), based on the foreign flag sailing, was amounted to 46.99%.

As the biggest maritime country, Indonesia should have a domestic sailing with cabotage method and in addition, it is expected to have firm and strong legal body to conduct a maritime affair to ensure the improvement of national sailing activity as well as export-import sector in implementing fair share policy to provide independent human resource for international seafaring (Marina, 2003).

To improve the development of maritime sector, particularly in terms of seafaring, one element that needs to be taken into account is the human resources capable of mastering seafaring science and knowledge in accordance with the National Education Policy and based on ethnology factor (anthropology) (Wahab, 2002, Marina, 2003). Sumaatmadja in Marina (2003) further explains that the current condition of Indonesia requires development educational strategy in generating qualified human resources who are able to compete in International level with a diverse situation of countries in terms of religion, economics, social and culture, or administrative region. It
requires an educational strategy of fisheries such as fisheries technology, fleet technology, strategy in utilizing fishing and fish processing technology, and energy potency from ocean wave and wind.

Another problem within maritime human resource development issue is the cost of certification required for applying a job in International seafaring. Averagely, Indonesian cadets are required to possess at least 15 certificates which approximately spend twenty million rupiah compare to the countries which generate maritime job vacancy. The certification cost is more expensive than the cost of education in Maritime Educational Institution AMC which approximately cost ten million rupiah in six semesters. In addition, Indonesian maritime human resources lack of nation pride feeling which discourage the work performance.

Currently, the demand of seafarer according to the data from Ministry of Transportation approximately reaches 15000 to 20000 each year for domestic seafaring and 89000 for international seafaring. The attempt of Central Government of Indonesia or Local Government to accomplish the demand has not accommodated yet the actualization of various policies within Indonesian geographical potency as the biggest archipelago. In addition to the low number of human resources in terms of qualified and proficient instructor, particularly in private maritime educational institution, the simulator equipment and devices based on the standard of International Maritime Organization are also lack and expensive to be purchased. As a result, it discourages the passion of the young generation to pursue his or her career to become seafarer. Supplementary, the costly certification that is needed to be taken also contributes to the discouragement of young generation.

The aforementioned issues attract the authors to discover the solution within the education of maritime aspect by establishing the conceptual model which is generated to improve the development and empowerment the maritime education to create qualified and proficient human resources which are able to compete internationally.

Some relevant previous studies which were “Human Resources Development Through Education and Training” which could be Promovendus (Cut Zahri Harun, 2000) entitled "Education and Training as Human Resource Development at PT. Pos Indonesia (Persero) (Analysis of System Implementation of education and Training at Pusditlat PT.Pos Indonesia in Bandung explains that "Training is an appropriate tool to get expertise who are reliable and professional. Training, hence, is necessary to build up the comprehensiveness and competitiveness qualities of the human resources." According to Supriadi (1997): "To make education play a role in regard with the demands of the work field, education can contribute to the economy". With regard to this, Sarah Tang in Supriadi (1997) affirms: “rapid economic growth in Asian countries and a prolonged shift in production to high-tech industries and services resulted in an increasing need for business to skilled and well-educated labor.”

Supriadi (1997) explains that there is a disparity between the skills provided by conventional education and what the business world calls for. For that, companies are now forced to train their own employees through pre-service education before they are
placed in a position. The continuous improvement of quality contents, Undap (1989) in his dissertation with the title of "Pattern of Leadership and Professionalization of Teaching Personnel: A Case Study at LPTK IKIP Manado", found that there is a relationship between the behavior of structural officials in dealing with academic management and the professional behavior of teachers carrying out PBM. Structural officials who set a leadership behavior pattern that tends to be uniformed (political-bureaucratic-paternalistic).

Whereas, in the perspective of teacher shows that it needs to be improved and enhanced professional ability in guiding, managing learning resources in means of achieving study goals. However, researches on the Learning Development Strategy of Seamanship Human Resource Management which is finely-carried out and highly competitive (Case Study in the Purwokerto National Secondary School) is still rarely carried out.

2. Research Methods

The objective of this research is to discover the model of strategic step on the development of competitive seamanship human resource management (Case Study in National Maritime Secondary School in Purwokerto). In addition, the problem solving efforts in the managing competitive seamanship human resources management. The used research method used naturalistic qualitative and phenomenological methods, or impressionistic method and ethnographic method.

Some aspects that will be studied in this research are: (1) qualified teaching personnel; (2) tech-facilities in Purwokerto National Secondary School; (3) Supporting tech-laboratories in Purwokerto National Maritime Secondary School; (4) The cost of certification of shipping is relatively expensive; (5) Various types of seafaring certification. On the other hand, the data collection techniques on this study are interview, observation, documentation, and theoretical review. Meanwhile, the data analysis techniques that can be used are data reduction, data display, as well as verification and conclusion making. To verify data validity from qualitative research (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) employed truth value, applicability, consistency, and neutrality criterions which prevalently are known with the terms like credibility, transferability, independence, and confirmation.

3. Results

In this study, a few of findings are discovered in the matter of the strategic management development model used as a framework to review and carefully describe the design by the strategic planners in integrating intercomponents in maritime education institutions. The strategy that schools need to develop in order to produce qualified and competitive international seafarers is to implement synergistically the carrying capacity among the factors of improving the quality of maritime education, through efforts to
improve the quality of teaching staff (especially teachers / instructors), institutional management, and institutional and funding infrastructure. To implement this quality improvement strategy, the administration is required to implement a strategic policy that encourages the formation of cooperation between the government and the existing strategic SOEs to produce the necessary equipment in order to improve the quality of cadet (learners) learning in maritime education institutions, in particular organized by private agencies. The school needs to work on conducive business climate in the domestic shipping sector for the development of an optimal domestic shipping company, so that it can significantly enhance the program of cadets of lemdikmar. While maritime education is expected to expand the network of cooperation with various ocean shipping companies and inter-insular that provides wider opportunities to accommodate the cadets in prola program.

Strict compliance with the requirements of the Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers established by the International Maritime Organization and the national curriculum set by the Directorate General of MONE and DG Needs MOH, and the provision of professional instructors / instructors is essential to improve the quality of learning organized by the institutions - maritime education institutions in order to produce quality outputs, namely qualified and competitive international seafarers, for example with the policy of the administration that is able to stimulate the ANT III and II and the ATT A / B follow the higher education level

Based on the data / information obtained from the field and the results of the analysis of the research results as presented in the previous chapter, can be formulated to imply that to produce the output of maritime education as a qualified and competitive international human resources, Lemdikmar is required to consequently and consistently implement the national curriculum, curriculum and syllabus of the Sea Transportation Training Center for the marine profession program; implement the provisions of the Directorate General of Legal Affairs of the Republic of Indonesia for the state examinations of the profession program of the sea; and (4) implementing a quality management system in the management of institutions consistently and consistently through the accreditation of the National Standardization Agency (BSN).

The next implications relevant to the findings of this research are those related to efforts to achieve the expected graduate quality improvement as mentioned in the mission of the institution and in the context of global competition in the maritime field, it is necessary to apply ISO standard quality management system. ISO 9002 certification has been achieved by some maritime education through the audit of the International Quality Assurance Service (QAS) Australia for the Department of Nautics, Tehnika and Management of Commerce Shipping. This achievement is a testament to this, Lemdikmar has achieved the ISO 9002 Certificate of maritime education for the Department of Nautics, Tehnika and Management of Commerce Shipping from the QAS Australia International Certification Agency. As already known that the implementation of "quality management system ISO 9002" is one of the institute's strategy to achieve the vision and mission of every Lemdikmar, including private
maritime education. Therefore, by applying the standard is expected to make maritime education graduates as quality assurance in the field of kepelautan, able to compete in National and International level. Seventeen elements of ISO 9002 ideally realized by the institution are as follows; Management responsibilities, including: quality policy, responsibility and authority, resources, Management Review; Quality System, consisting of Quality Manual, Procedures, Supporting Document, Quality Plan; Contract Review, including Review of administrative requirements of customer / agency and agency capability, Amendment of contract, if there is any discrepancy to the existing of cadets; Design Control (not applied); Control of documents and data; Purchase; Control of customer’s supply items; Identification and ability to browse the product; Process control; Control of the learning process undertaken by administration department, Head of Department, Laboratory and Institution; Examination and Testing of the Taruna; Control of examination tools, Measurement & Testing; Status of Examination and Testing; Control of nonconforming products; Corrective and preventive action; Handling, delivery, supervision and quality control; and internal quality audit.

In addition, the last implication is related to the demand that Lemdikmar also cooperate with private institutions / companies in to improve the quality of the lecture and the graduates. The maritime education establishes some cooperation with private agencies / companies as follows: (1) For simulator laboratory training; (2) For training of physics laboratory; and (3) to have on deck sailing practice on a ship during one year (on board training) in collaboration with shipping companies. For Land Practices (Proda), for instance, the Department of Commerce Shipping in cooperation with shipping companies, International Freight Forwarders, and stevedoring companies.

In views of the conclusions and implications of the research, this can be a recommended strategy in developing international maritime human resources which are qualified and competitive as follows: Three prominent factors’ synergical implementation on the improvement education quality set up by Lemdikmar / Akmar, are: improving the quality of human resources (especially lecturers / instructor), improving the quality of institutional management, and increasing the number and quality of learning facilities and infrastructure especially for maritime practices; and Continuous and integrated implementation in concert with the improvement of six predominant factors that influence education quality improvement, namely: (1) human resources quality improvement (especially lecturer / instructor), (2) the improvement of institutional management quality, (3) the improvement of the number and the quality of the institution’ infrastructures, (4) the increase on the financing, (5) the improvement of curriculum implementation quality, and (6) bureaucracy policy from the administration and the cost of certification.
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